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Abstract: Monitoring of permanent stations that make up the reference frame is an 
integral part of the geodesists work. Selection of reference stations is based on analysis 
of parameters characterizing them (hardware, coordinates’ stability, mounting, location). 
In this paper, we took into account phase residual as an indicator of unmodelled signal. 
Phase residuals were computed based on ASG-EUPOS and EPN observation processing. 
The results show the connection between the method of mounting the antenna and the 
residuals. We have reviewed multipath effect at ASG-EUPOS stations, and chosen those 
which are characterized by the highest value of phase residual. The results show that LC 
phase residual is a good factor to characterize site’s solutions’ reliability. For majority 
of sites RMS values were less than 10 mm. Modulations associated with multipath 
effect were observed for few ASG-EUPOS sites only. Phase residuals are distributed 
specifi cally for sites, which antennas are mounted on pillars (more common for EPN 
sites). For majority of analysed sites phase residual distribution was similar for different 
days and did not depend directly on atmosphere condition.
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1. Introduction

Multipath is, among others, a factor causing systematic errors in the GPS observations 
(Axelrad et al., 1996; Clark, 1992). Multipath occurs when the GPS signals reaches at 
an antenna through refl ections from nearby buildings, other objects or just the ground.  
Multipath effect can be minimized trough careful selection of antenna model and 
radomes (Dong et al., 2002), antenna mounting (Elosegui et al., 1995) and also proper 
processing strategy (e.g. using higher elevation cut-off angle). However, complete 
elimination of errors due to this phenomenon is not possible. There is a number of papers 
related to the impact of multipath effect on changes in the coordinates in annual (Ray 
et al., 2007), seasonal (Larson et al., 2008) or sub-daily (Penna et al., 2007) periods. 
According to (Kraus, 1988; Balanis, 2005) the surrounding space of an antenna may 
be divided into three zones: reactive near fi eld (nearest the antenna), radiating near 
fi eld and far fi eld. Multipath effects in the fi rst two were described e.g. by Dilssner 
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et al. (2008) and King and Watson (2012). All these works prove that the multipath 
effect and antenna patterns, which are associated with them, have a very signifi cant 
impact not only on the scattering signals, but they can also cause systematic errors 
in long-term time series, and thus may affect the determination of reference station 
coordinates (Dilssner et al. 2008) and velocity (Steigenberger et al., 2009). In this 
paper the phase residual values for stations of the Polish GBAS system ASG-EUPOS 
(Bosy et al., 2007) were analysed. ASG-EUPOS is a network of permanent GNSS 
stations, which according to the Regulation of the Polish Minister of Administration 
and Digitization of February 14, 2012 serves as the fundamental geodetic network in 
Poland. According to the model of multipath effect described by Elosegui (1995) and 
extended T. A. Herring model presented by King and Watson (2012) refl ective effects 
can be seen as a modulation of phase residual (δϕL) in a function of the elevation 
angle (ε). As demonstrated in the work by Goebell and King (2011) this effect should 
be visible, depending on the position of the refl ective medium, also in the azimuthally 
asymmetry. The Herring model assumed that multipath is caused by refl ector located 
below the GPS antenna (at some height, H). 

 

= 2 tan 4 sin+ 4 sin  

 (1)

It takes into account antenna gain pattern for direct (gd) and refl ected signal (gr) 
and also amplitude (a) of the refl ected signal for specifi c surface roughness (S):

 
= cos ( sin )cos + ( sin )  

 (2)

The aim of this study was to examine the occurrence of this effect on ASG-
EUPOS and selected EPN (EUREF Permanent Network) stations.

2. Data and processing strategy

For the analysis of phase residuals ASG-EUPOS and EPN stations were used. 
Observations from 110 (EPN) stations were processed for the period of 01.01.2012 –  
02.06.2012 (GPS WEEKS from 1669 to 1690) and 130 (ASG-EUPOS) stations for 
the period of 15.07.2012 – 11.08.2012 (GPS WEEKS 1697-1700). Most of the ASG-
EUPOS stations are equipped with the same type of antenna: TRM41249.00 TZGD 
(Fig. 1). Observations were processed with the GAMIT/GLOBK software package 
v. 10.4 (King et al., 2010) in a BASELINE mode, in which the orbits are fi xed. IGS 
fi nal orbits and absolute antenna models igs08_1682.atx were used for processing. For 
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troposphere modelling the GPT model was applied with Global Mapping Function 
(Böhm et al., 2006). The troposphere zenith delay parameters were estimated once per 
hour. Observations from low elevation satellites were eliminated by using elevation 
cut-off angle of 10 degrees. Melbourne-Wübbena widelane combination was used 
to resolve double-differenced ambiguities. The processing was done in three sub-
networks (about 40 stations each) in daily intervals. As an observable the double 
differenced ionosphere-free linear combination (LC) was used. For the analysis one-
way phase residuals have been computed by estimating the satellite and station clocks 
every 30 seconds. The average phase residuals for each pair satellite – station were 
estimated.

 

Fig. 1. LC residual phase for ASG-EUPOS stations: average value of RMS for the analyzed period
(15.07.2012 – 11.08.2012). Trimble Zephyr Geodetic w/Radome (TRM41249.00 TZGD) antenna 

marked by black dots
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3. LC phase residual on ASG-EUPOS stations

The one-way phase residuals were basis for the further analysis. The average value 
of root-mean-square (RMS) scatter of postfi t LC phase residuals for station per day 
was calculated. The mean value of RMS for the analysed period is presented in 
fi gure 1. This values represent the quality of the processed observations. For the most 
stations the value of RMS did not exceed 10 mm (Fig. 1). 

The highest LC phase residuals occurred at stations: DRWP, OSMZ, RYKI, 
HOZD, HRUB, where the values of RMS from the analysed period was over 15 mm 
(Fig. 1). These stations also have one of the most scattered time series from the 
entire network, as shown on fi gure 3 (e.g. ASG-EUPOS, 2013). Such high values of 
residuals were obtained for the whole observation period: for wet and dry days. This 
is a proof that for this particular case, high values of residuals do not depend directly 
on atmosphere state and troposphere delay. They can be related with electromagnetic 

 

Fig. 2. Sky plots for GPS LC phase residuals for the worst (OSMZ – 18.3 mm, RYKI – 16.6 mm, 
DRWP – 16.5 mm) and good (WLOC – 9.6 mm, OPLE – 8.6 mm, BUZD – 8.9 mm) ASG-EUPOS 

stations on 09.08.2012. Values presents the RMS (scatters) of the LC residuals. All presented stations 
are located on the buildings
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fi eld anomalies in the near surroundings of the antenna, because high residual values 
occur across the whole sky (Fig. 2). For the rest of stations RMS do not exceed 10 mm 
(example stations on Figure 2); the highest values were obtained for low elevation 
angles, because biases caused by different phenomena (troposphere, multipath) can 
be observed mainly there.

 

Fig. 3. Time series of coordinates of two exemplary stations: OSMZ (on the left) and WLOC 
(on the right). Graphs from the website dedicated to the project ASG+ 

(http://www.cgs.wat.edu.pl/ASG_PLUS/)

4. Multipath investigation

The following analysis took into account the infl uence of the multipath effect for 
ionosphere-free linear combination ( ). According to papers (Elosegui et al., 
1995; King and Watson, 2010) refl ective infl uence can be seen as a modulation of 
phase residual for specifi ed frequencies L1( )  a d L2( ).. Due to the complex 
structure of the buildings’ roofs (metal elements like masts or plates, concrete surfaces 
or even grit) it is hard to defi ne a single refractive index for a particular station. 

 = 2.5457 + 1.5457  (3)

To compare the results obtained in presented studies Herring model with the 
values of the model parameters (G = 1.1, S = 0.3) presented by King and Watson 
(2010) was used. Refractive indexes (n2) were matched to concrete and steel. As it 
can be seen it fi gure 4 small changes of refl ection factor (n2) do not affect signifi cantly 
phase residuals. Height of the antenna above the refl ective surface and factor S, which 
affects the signal diffusion are the most important here (King and Watson, 2010).

Among the EPN stations it can be easily distinguish which stations are characterized 
by the increased value of LC residual phase at low elevation angles (lower than 30°). 
These are mostly stations which antennas are mounted on pillars or on fl at roofs. This 
effect is about 5-10 mm, which is less than in the Herring model. It should be in mind 
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Fig. 4. Multipath contributions to LC phase based on T.A. Herring model with H = 0.8m and 1.5m, 
and various refl ective medium: wet concrete (n2 = 2.0) and steel (n2 = 2.7)

 

Fig. 5. LC phase biases for selected EPN stations, which multipath effect can be observed. 
Graphs shows results of each day in a different colour. Values was calculated as mean value from all 

observations for particular elevation angle. Red – fi rst day, navy blue – last day
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that model assumed an ideal conditions of refl ection and refl ection only. Graphs in 
fi gure 5 show this infl uence received from 154 days of observations.

For the majority of stations phase residuals distribution in a function of elevation 
angle does not change in time. Only for some stations (MEDI, GRAS, LAMA) change 
of distribution during spring can by observed. Stability of this parameter can be a proof 
that these changes are not resulted from troposphere state changes. Residuals for two 
collocated sites BOGI-BOGO and KIR0-KIRU were also investigated (Fig. 6). For 
each pair one antenna is mounted on the pillar (higher than 1m). For these antennas 
distribution of phase residuals was similar to the Herring multipath model (especially 
for KIRU station).

Fig. 6. LC phase biases for pairs of co-located stations (on the left BOGI and BOGO, on the right 
KIRU and KIR0). For the stations BOGI and KIRU (on top) an obvious ground refl ection can be seen. 

Antennas of these stations are mounted on ~1m pillar. For stations BOGO (located on building 1m 
above tiled roof) and KIR0 (located on high concrete pillar close to the buildings’ roof) this effect is 

not visible

In case of ASG-EUPOS stations the residuals are more scattered but only for 
a few of them LC phase residual distribution was similar to the Herring model. Only 
few of them are equipped with antenna mounted on pillars, they usually belong also 
to the EPN network (LAMA and BOGI in fi gures 5 and 6). In case of several stations 
(KAM1,NYSA, ZARY, SWIB, POZN, KALI, KUTN, PITR, RADM, TABG, BUZD, 
WLDW, BRSK, SIPC) it can be only presumed that the obtained modulation can 
be caused by multipath effect. This effect does not exceed 5 millimetres. Similar 
results were also obtained for a few associated stations (CSVI, CPAR, CLIB, SKSV). 
Figure 7 shows the LC phase residual from 28 days of observation. 

For station KUTN modulations of phase residuals occur mainly for azimuths 
240o-330o (Fig. 8), which refer to the direction of the building’s roof (station is 
mounted on the edge of the roof). Similar, but smaller effect can be seen for station 
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LELO. These cases prove the observed effect is caused by multipath. Similarly as for 
EPN station, here the distribution of phase residuals does not change signifi cantly for 
different days (Fig. 8). 

 

Fig. 7. LC phase biases for selected ASG-EUPOS and associated stations

 

Fig. 8. Sky plots of the phase residuals at KUTN station for 3 consecutive days
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5. Summary

The studies concerned analysis of iono-free LC residual phase on ASG-EUPOS and 
EPN stations. The average value of the LC phase residuals for Polish stations is 
around 10 mm. The highest values   were obtained for three stations (DRWP, OSMZ, 
RYKI), which have also most scattered time series of the coordinates. As shown in 
this paper, for the most of the ASG-EUPOS stations there is no proof for multipath 
infl uence on phase observations. For some EPN stations, which antennas are mounted 
on pillars clear modulation characteristic for the GPS signal refl ected from ground 
surface can by observed. This can be particularly seen when comparing the collocated 
stations: BOGO-BOGI or KIRU KIR0, where one of them is mounted on a low pillar. 
In this case, the modulation is 10 mm, as well for other stations mounted on pillars or 
fl at roofs (e.g. TLSE, POUS, RABT).

Presented results are the fi rst such analysis carried out for ASG-EUPOS stations. 
Preliminary results showed that the evaluation of the LC phase biases may be 
a useful method for stations monitoring. This also allows to assess the impact of 
the environmental effects on the accuracy of position determination. For few ASG-
EUPOS stations (e.g. KAM1, KUTN, SIPC) the obtained phase residuals were 
constant in the analysed period, this may indicate the infl uence of the multipath 
effect. No signifi cant relationship between this residuals and troposphere condition 
were observed. Analysis of observations from longer period will allow to defi ne how 
changing environmental conditions (e.g. snow layer) affect the multipath and its 
impact on the phase observations of ASG-EUPOS stations. It will also eliminate the 
risky unreliable geophysical interpretation.
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Streszczenie

Monitorowanie permanentnych stacji GPS/GNSS, które tworzą układ współrzędnych stanowi integralną 
część pracy geodetów. Wybór takich stacji bazuje na analizie parametrów, które charakteryzują jej jakość 
(mi.in. sprzęt, stabilność współrzędnych, lokalizacja i montaż anteny). W przedstawionej pracy przeana-
lizowano jeden z nich – odchyłki obserwacji fazowych. Wartości tych różnic obliczono dla stacji EPN 
oraz ASG-EUPOS z rozwiązań dobowych. Dla większości z analizowanych stacji średnia kwadratowa 
otrzymanych odchyłek nie przekraczała 10 mm. Wartość ta oraz sam rozkład odchyłek nie zmieniał 
się znacząco przy różnych warunkach atmosfery. Na podstawie otrzymanych odchyłek fazowych prze-
analizowano wpływ wielotorowości na tych stacjach. Modulacje wartości odchyłek na niskich kątach 
elewacji, których jednym ze źródeł jest efekt wielotorowości otr zymano zaledwie na kilku stacjach AS-
G-EUPOS. Taka sytuacja miała miejsce głównie dla stacji, których anteny zamontowane są na słupach. 
Wyniki pokazały, że podejście wykorzystujące analizę odchyłek liniowej kombinacji obserwacji fazo-
wych jest dobrą metodą do oceny pracy stacji.


